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Hello my name is {your real name} I am currently a {your rank in the Clan} I have been in the 

Confederacy of Annihilation for {number of months}. This is the Confederacy of Annihilation 

for dummies video. I have been given the honor of making this video for the clan by the Kaiser. 

The Kaiser is the leader of the Confederacy of Annihilation. The Kaiser holds to position of 

Head of State and the Kaiser of the Confederacy of Annihilation. The Confederacy of 

Annihilation is a monarchy based clan. A monarchy is a form of government in which 

sovereignty is embodied in a single individual, in our case the Kaiser. The Kaiser is an absolute 

monarch, ruling the clan absolutely; however there is a Parliament session held every Monday 

around six o clock. In these sessions the generals of each regiment meet with the Kaiser to 

discuss things that affect the clan, from these sessions decisions are made to lead the clan. The 

Confederacy of Annihilation is made up of Divisions. Inside the Divisions there are Regiments. 

Regiments are made up of ten people each. There are around four ranks in the Regiments. Grunts 

who are the lowest ranks in the clan, and do all of the dirty work in the clan. Then there are 

Captains who are the third leaders of the Regiments, and the basic enforcers of will in each 

Regiment. Then there are Majors, who are future leaders, Majors are second in charge of the 

Regiments. Majors help to plan events and to organise tanning and clan battles. Eventually 

Majors will either get promoted to Generals and start their own Regiments, or they will take over 

a Regiment whose General has either got promoted or fired. Generals are the highest ranks in 

each Regiment. The General makes plans for events and other activities and also relays 

information’s about the Regiments activities to the Chancellor. The Chancellor is tied for the 

second highest position in the clan. The Office of the Chancellor is the only position in the 

Confederacy of Annihilation that is an elected position. The Chancellor is responsible for helping 

the Kaiser to lead the Confederacy. And to keep the Regiment Generals under control and to help 

the Regiment Generals plan events and help them with anything else they might need. The 

Chancellor is also responsible to help the Kaiser in the promotion of Regiments to Elite 

Regiments. Elite Regiments are Regiments that have won ten plus clan battles, in which the 

majority of our team consisted of those Regiments members. When they become an Elite 

Regiment the General get the glorified position of Marshal. When someone is recruited into the 

Confederacy of Annihilation they must complete cretin tasks. The tasks are; they must be told 

there Regiment General, what Regiment there are going in and there rank in the clan and then 

they must put that information on their bios. Then they must go on the Confederate website and 

read up on all of the rules and ranks. It also helps if they read everything else on the website. 

They also must change their emblem and armour colours. They also need to go to the Clans 

YouTube and add the clans YouTube as a contact and subscribe to the channel. In the 

Confederacy of Annihilation we are looking for members that are mature, active and fun to play 

with. However everyone can join the Confederacy of Annihilation as long as they do not have 

any people who are; disliked by the Confederacy of Annihilation, Banned from the Confederacy 

of Annihilation, Have been kicked form the Confederacy of Annihilation or have been 

excommunicated from the Confederacy of Annihilation. This has been a small introduction into 

the Confederacy of Annihilation. This addition was written by Kaiser Godfather I and spoken by 

{insert your GT}     


